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ADP’s evolve with market dynamics and are refined on an ongoing basis.
Effective Enterprise Architecture practices and governance are vital for successful transition to and provision of
XaaS cloud based services.
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CTOADP
Interview
3.0Insights
is based

on CTO Interviews
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A key narrative about Architectural Decisions
Architectural Decisions Points are the significant technical design decisions that address business requirements
the CTOs plan to address in the near future.

Leading

Hybrid Cloud
Data Platform
Containerisation
RPA
Operational Arch
Security
Integration

87%
75%
67%
56%
37%
20%
18%

Emerging

Analysis of the interviews are summarised as Leading and Emerging decisions to be made.

Edge/5G/IoT
Reg Tech
Sustainability
Quantum

16%
6%
1%
1%
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Hybrid Multi Cloud (beyond Cloud native), and leveraging the DevOps practices, is the most important topic
to describe the technology end-state or destination for applications and data as well, followed by the data
platform that underpins the business and the containerisation of the applications portfolio.
Specifically from the automation perspective, RPA to be AI-infused is considered as the discipline chosen to
achieve it, together with Operability in an every increasingly complex IT landscape.
Last but not least, 2 hygienic decisions come out: adaptative security to ensure an immune business, and
integration as the foundation of the digital economy, enabling new and collaborative business models.

A set of Emerging Technology Spaces come out so that CTOs are trying to be prepared for.
Edge Computing, 5G and IoT decisions lead the ranking with some of them being technologies already applied.
The Regulatory Compliance has an special consideration on those industries within regulated markets, as well
as there are some concerns related to business sustainability.
Finally, Quantum is latent topic in watchlist, but still incipient.
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ADP 3.0

Client Priorities have shown the volatility of the market
Client Priorities

Survival -19
D
COVI
Simplification
Superscale

The ever-increasing pace of change, of new product cycles and unforeseen
competitors challenges enterprises and departments to justify its benefits on an everongoing basis. Focus on demand management and customer intimacy is pervasive in
the customer basis.
While Processes and Ecosystems become increasingly complex on its own driven by
regulatory compliance and complex supply chains many of our clients have set
continuous simplification as a priority. Processes become inadequate for the required
pace and it is virtually impossible to master the complexity.
In order to stay in business and prevail most of our clients strive for competitive
advantage in selected domains as foundation for their strategy. The ability to adapt
and benefit from new technology options for turns essential for the success of the
company.

ADP 3.0

ADP 3.0
Client Priorities

Super-scale

Cloud Services Integration

Microservices
Containers

Hybrid Multi Cloud

Insight
Services

Security and Privacy

Simplification

Intelligent Workflows
Operational Automation

Survival

Architectural Decisions

ADP 3.0: Hybrid Multicloud

ADP 3.0

Hybrid – Multicloud – Open – Managed – Secure

Edge
Private
Cloud

Public
Clouds
Traditional
Systems

Portability – abstraction at the right level will insure proper portability and deployment everywhere.
Managing multicloud – Applications, not infrastructure, are the focal point to achieve real operational agility.
The world is Hybrid – IBM & RH’s vision is now being followed by all hyperscalers and cloud vendors.
Compliance – policy driven desired state management giving real DevSecOps (reporting and enforcement).

Mix of clouds to address business
needs versus standardize on one
cloud to address IT needs:
Deliver solutions where business
needs them.
Reversibility and avoid cloud
vendor lock-in.
No single cloud can address all
needs and differentiation.

§
§
§

Code will drive transformation &
agility. IT needs to become software
defined addressing the challenge of
speed:
Infrastructure as Code.
Desired state management.
Intent driven automation.

§
§
§

Automation with culture change to
increase velocity with confidence,
resulting in cost reduction:
Handle peak workload without
continuous oversized environments.
Reduce development and testing
cost with JIT delivery of dev and
test environments.

§
§

Cloud driving innovation by addressing
new technology needs like AI and ML.
Building your own data science
platform versus consuming a
platform from the cloud.
Transformation needs adaptability
and flexibility.
Time to market - key driver of
effective innovation.

§
§
§

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

Choose the path that's right for your business,
not one for the benefit of your cloud provider.
Reversibility and avoidance of cloud lock-in.
Size your IT only for what you need when and
where you need it, not more.

Consume and manage IT services through
a single consistent interface.
Automation with patterns takes care of
complexity.
Become more responsive to business
changes through simpler ways for users to
adopt and consume IT.

Automation allows for rapid scale up/down in
response to changing business needs.
Apply autonomous management for
(super)scale: more resources, more apps, and
more variability with policies.
Innovate with the cloud to drive future new
business ideas at minimal risk.

ADP 3.0: Microservices and Containers
Speed of change – Speed of delivery – Scale – Resiliency
Solves development aspects like :
Speed of change
Scope of change

§
§
§
§

Containers

Containers are a standard package of an application and its
dependencies, hiding the differences between applications inside
the container. Giving us standardization outside the container and
movement between environments without change.

Agile development
Cost optimization

Microservices arrange applications as a collection of loosely
coupled services using lightweight protocols to interact.
Decompose monolithic applications into single-function
independent modules with well defined interfaces.

Survival
Improving time to market in today’s economy has a
development and an operational aspect to it.
Of course, improving T2M can’t be done without
looking at its cost, like containerizing could give fast
value at lower cost compare to full microservices.
Changing culture and processes exploiting container
capabilities will drive costs down fueling innovation.

Microservices

Simplification

Solves operational aspects like :
Scalability
Resiliency

§
§
§
§

Speed of deployment
Agile operations

Superscale

Besides bringing new cloud native applications,
we need to speed up the modernization of the
existing applications too.

Improved resiliency and operations through
automation, achieving autonomous and intent based
management for deployment, scalability and recovery.

Automation is key to the ability to deliver the
new and modernized applications with speed
and ease.
As containers abstract the application, they will
deliver desired state management capabilities.

Lower risk when adding new functions at scale.
Portability should be the primary directive.

ADP 3.0: Insight Services

ADP 3.0
•

o IT system behavior
defined by code while AI
by dynamic data
•

•

What is Insight?

Fundamental differences
between IT and AI systems:

Need to focus on data
provision to development and
production, fitting AI models
into dev-ops lifecycle and
delivering new applications
that use AI insight.
Be a driver for cultural change
resulting from availability of
new insights.

Putting AI
to work!

Infuse AI
Analyze Data

Organize Data

Collect Data

To promote data provisioning and
model lifecycle automation

Immune & Secured Data Platform
AI evidence-proof

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

Identify what types of data is needed to deliver business
objectives.
Locate key data sources, catalog them and build data flows to
sandboxes used by data scientist.
Use dev-ops techniques to turn resulting AI models into
services that can be consumed by business applications and
tools.

Use data lake architecture to simplify acquisition of
data from many internal and external systems.
Automate cataloguing of data through

Create integrated dev-ops operation for combining code
development, data engineering and AI models.
Automate the verification of AI insight as part of continuous
improvement.
Measure individuals on their data literacy, and the value they
get from data.
Build career path for new roles of data scientist and data
engineer.

•

Automated data discovery and data profiling

•
Cognitive classification
Design enterprise IT around data – focusing on
application independent data delivered by high
performant and secure platforms.

ADP 3.0: Intelligent Workflows

ADP 3.0

Intelligent Workflows…
Enable a Cognitive Enterprise to SENSE,
UNDERSTAND, PLAN, EXECUTE and ADAPT.
Differ from conventional Business Processes by
exploiting exponential technologies to:

§
§
§
§

Integrate and fuse many disparate sources of data (for
example using IoT and 5G technologies).
Ensure provenance and trust of the data (for example
using Blockchain).
Use AI and advanced analytics to understand the data
and adapt to changes.
Embed a compelling experience for Customers,
Employees and Partners throughout.

In Retail …
Intelligent workflows enhance store forecasts by product category to account for external
events.
It forward deploys products using numerical optimization techniques driven by signals sent
in the exception forecast, thereby directing attention to products that will either outperform
or underperform expectations.
Through the use of structured, unstructured and social data, the supply chain can operate
with a new intelligence to keep costs down.

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

Rapidly adapting to changes in the environment.
Reduced costs through continually optimizing
processes.
Identifying new Customers.
Retaining existing Customers through better
understanding of their needs.

Increased automation to simplify complex
business processes.
Systemisation of decisions to improve
trust and compliance.
Focussing human expertise on high value
tasks requiring human judgement.

Operate at global scale whilst delivering
compelling offerings and services.
Leverage the full breadth and depth of data
assets.
Lead the market and create new opportunities
instead of simply reacting to the market.

ADP 3.0: Cloud Services Integration
Cloud Services Integration allows access to services that accelerate and simplify interoperability.
Decisions

Types of Service

Create

Specific

Solution Guidance in the form of Design Principles
Common “Building Code” Standards
Functions to ensure a common language & understanding

Participate

Industry

An Agile Enterprise Architected Approach
Ecosystems Models and Patterns
Business Capability Models
Industry Reference Architectures

Adopt

Global

Open Standards including Open Reference Architectures
Services Catalogues that are readily accessible
Pre-Integrated and Open “suites” of technology enablers

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

Rapid access to best of breed – focus on consume
rather than build or buy.
Eliminate cost of non-competitive components.
Increase IT agility and ability to respond to
business needs.
Allow experimentation and market trials.

Create abstraction to allow “plug and
play”.
Establish consistent standards and align
with open reference architectures.
Use of pre-integrated enablers.
Common approach within the enterprise.

Build/maintain ecosystems and partners.
Increase market access to unique capabilities.
Be able to influence/drive industry standards.
Simplify automation.

ADP 3.0: Operational Automation

ADP 3.0

Digital Business Automation

IT Automation
§
§
§
§
§

Workload Automation (Job Scheduling)
Break/Fix
Runbook Automation
Development Automation (CI / CD)
Deployment Automation

§ Open-Source and Community-driven Development
§ AIOps – Infusing intelligence into automation
§ Deflection – Shifting responsibility (Infrastructure
as Code, Build to Manage, Operator Framework)
§ ChatOps
§ Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Workflow Automation (BPM and
Case Management
Automation by citizen developers (low-code)
Data Capture

Efficiency

Security

§ Infusing intelligence into automation:
Velocity

§
§

Collection Operational Data, Operationalize AI,
Decisioning with ML, Understand document content
with AI
Chat Bots
Digital Worker

Quality

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

Operational Resiliency
Cost savings and productivity increase
Reduce human error for tasks requiring manual
data entry
Enable breakthrough human productivity
Enable users to focus on their work & collaborate
internally or externally

Declarative automation (Intent driven)
Desired state management
Infrastructure as Code
Reduction of Technical Debt
Improve efficiency and provide guided
optimizations

Reduces human tasks from hours to minute &
errors to almost zero
Manage millions of rules & enables rapid
business change
Operations to scale sublinear with workload
(scale & velocity)

ADP 3.0: Security & Privacy
Organisations must bake security into the fabric of their
business, that’s key to long term success.

Strategy and Risk

Success starts with strategy
At what level does your security strategy understand your
business or vice versa?

Threat Management

No organization does it alone
How are you uniting your defenses to
protect what matters most?

Digital Trust

Control your risk

Where have your business and security partnered
to unlock innovation and growth?

Survival

Simplification

Superscale

It’s key to gain visibility into the threats through
Threat Management.

Getting the right strategy in place and
embedding in the organization, in the
business, is vital.

Introducing automation and orchestration is the
key to the skills challenge and achieving scale. AI
and machine learning also have a strong role to
play.

ADPADP
3.0 Overview
3.0 Overview
ADP

Description

Key questions

Hybrid Multi
Cloud

Provide agile IT platform
Drive down overall IT costs
Accelerate development

How many cloud providers?
What can we move from one cloud to another?
What level of standardisation is required across the
business?

How to transform development to DevSecOps?
What toolchain(s) are needed?
What needs to stay on-perm or in a private cloud?
What's the business case for multi-cloud?

Microservices/
Containers

Support next level of business digitisation
Transform legacy systems

What is the container platform standard?
What constitutes a good microservice?

How to minimize the complexity of IT/App landscape?
How to ensure the service is manageable?
How to assure operational readiness of applications?

Insight
Services

Provide services to access data insights
Enable faster data driven decision making
Ensure data quality
Manage internal and external data sources

How to build AI models?
What data analytics tools are available?
How to manage the data quality

Cloud Services
Integration

Simplify access to services from multiple cloud
sources

What SaaS capabilities can be used and integrated?
How to ensure the IT policies are enforced

Intelligent
Workflows

Increase employee productivity, reduce
process time and increase accuracy
Improve customer experiences

What RPA/BPM platform to standardise?
How AI/IoT is infused into workflows to increase
range of automated tasks?

Operational
Automation

Reduce operational costs across Infrastructure
and application operations
Accelerate deployment of applications
Ensure velocity with quality, at scale

How to create a standardised operational data store
across clouds, on-prem infrastructure and
applications?

Security &
Privacy

Protect the services from threats
Implement and enforce privacy policies

How to stay current with threats?
How to build a complete security operations centre?

How to access external data sources?
Where to host the data and the analytics?
How do I create operationalise a data science service?
How to simplify/accelerate integrations across multiple
cloud service providers?
How can blockchain help automate multi-organisational
processes?
How do I convince my architects it is a good idea?
How to ensure operational considerations are catered for
through development and test?
How to best adopt SRE given established ITSM/ITIL
practices?"
How to develop security intelligence expertise?
How do I apply policies for privacy?

Consumer industry

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Consumer industry | Pressing challenges

1

Build ongoing consumer engagement
through compelling offerings and
superior experiences

2

Leverage data and analytics as an
advantage, and work with partners to
harness information and drive actions

•

Brands need to understand consumers in
context and be able to take appropriate
actions in the moment

•

Winners will exploit information about
consumers, the market, and their own
operations

•

Digital and in-store experiences must add
value to consumers’ lives

•

•

Insights will enhance the value proposition
and support the creation of new offerings
and business models

The ability to gather, ingest, and analyze new
information such as external and dark data is
critical

•

Analytics will drive actions across the enterprise
and by partners

•

Industry-wide platforms and solutions will be
required to meet emerging expectations

•

The ability to quantify the impact of
engagement efforts will be required

3

Radically reduce costs & increase
operational agility by embracing AI,
automation, and XaaS across the
enterprise
•

Existing models are saddled with high fixed
costs and rigid infrastructure

•

AI and machine learning will be needed to
synthesize large data sets and provide
actionable insights

•

Automation and robotics will become
pervasive across the organization

•

“Nextgen” technologies such as IoT and
blockchain will become mainstream parts of
the infrastructure

IBM Consumer Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Consumer industry | Insights
The retailers and CPGs firms are gaining value with the journey-to-cloud, specifically with hybrid
cloud approach since they are being dragged by widely implemented on-prem legacy ERPs, which
makes it very difficult to address the changes broadly.
The APIfication of information stores & microservices approaches are drivers that help to solve
integration issues, not only for apps but also for data.
In addition, due to the very demanding requirements of consumers expecting a real omnichannel
experience, retailers are forced to accelerate the re-architecture and containerization of their
applications and to boost their analytical capabilities to keep on progress on hyperpersonalization.

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Consumer industry | Insights

100% 66%
consider hybrid cloud as technology
end-state for apps, but also data

66%

are focused on optimization to
gain efficiencies and costs control

26.7%

13.3%

Devops
Hybrid Cloud

20%

13.3%

13.3%

Security

13.3%

The relevance of
standards adoption is
key to guarantee
reversibility
Data Insights

Digital Process
Automation

API&Microservices

are working on containerization
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Financial Services
industry
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Financial Services industry | Pressing challenges

1

Customer centricity: How to become
more valuable and relevant to
customers in emerging ecosystems

2

•

Financial services and banking, with NPS
scores of 45 and 34, respectively, lag behind
other industries

•

Customers expect an increasing level of
personalization

•

Service quality lagging below expectations
and customers seeking alternatives

•

Transaction cost control
to remain competitive

Operating model and cost structure:
How to radically and structurally reduce
costs and improve capital efficiency
•

In 2016, ICBC reduced their C/I ratio to
27.38%, while realizing a RoA of 1.51%

•

•

•

3

Next generation platforms: How to
deploy next generation infrastructure
and applications that are secure and
compliant
•

Work agile to lower costs rapidly and improve
flexibility

Cognitive, automation and data
capabilities demand rapid decisions on
adoption and management

•

Traditional risk management and human
resources models are no longer effective

Cybersecurity is a critical and highprofile vulnerability

•

As institutions engage more external
providers and further disaggregate,
security vulnerabilities increase and
risks must be managed more effectively

Flexible cost models must support business
changes and data-driven workloads

IBM Financial Services Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Financial Services industry | Insights
What matters to most banking customers is greater personalization and easier access to services
within the so-called digital banking.
Open Banking set up by the Markets Authorities let new Fintech entrants to emerge and its
regulation has forced banks to a new technology pace where APIfication is mandatory to comply
and compete, while Hybrid Cloud allows them to stay compliant with data privacy rights and their
security requirements, as well as control costs and increase efficiency using DevOps.
Also, process automation streamlines and contributes to the regulatory reporting efforts.
The Distributed Ledger Technology with Blockchain is gaining traction moving from innovation to
production whilst it reinforces their capabilities against cybercrime.

2020 Programme
ADPs
ADPs Programme
© 2020
© 2020
IBM Corporation
IBM Corporation
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Financial Services industry | Insights

90%
are seeing hybrid multi cloud
as destination

Open standards are
mostly considered
important and >50%
see it as necessary to
guarantee reversibility

75%
are using Robotics for Processes
Automation and starting to use AI
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

50%

22.6%

have already deployed apps
in containers and the other
50% consider it for next gen
of cloud apps

Hybrid Cloud

100%
invest in startups to address
innovation, while optimizing to
be more efficient

22.6%

19.4%

Data Insights

9.7%
API & Microservices

Digital Process
Automation

16.1%
13.3%

Devops

9.7%
Security

24

Travel &
Transportation
industry

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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T & T industry | Pressing challenges

1

Travelers and employees insist on
conversational human-AI supported
interactions

2

Exposure to retail personalization leaves
travelers dissatisfied with the status-quo

3

•

Computer interactions will not require the
use of keyboards/ screens

•

Travel personalization will quickly catch-up to
leading retailers

•

Humans will not be required to
understand how computers work

•

Travelers that are not offered personalized serves
and interactions will seek alternatives

•

AI will be integrated into all travel
decisions and interactions

•

Legacy distribution becomes unsustainable,
as new models increase flexibility and
efficiency
•

New distribution models emerge that
overcome the limits of legacy travel
distribution

•

Providers that depend on legacy systems will
face higher distribution costs

Effective personalization will become essential

IBM T&T Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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T & T industry | Insights
The T&T industry sees how its customers seek personalization in the same way they perceive it
from retailer, i.e. improving Customer Experience with Virtual Assistants or let them plan their
activities. To do so, T&T organizations are building a complete data platform around their data
warehouses to cope with such relevance their clients are demanding, as well as the AI capabilities
involved.
In the B2B space, as integration with all industry hubs is delaying, the APIfication is the engine to
integrate and provide services. Leveraging the Hybrid Cloud approach and apps containerization,
this allows companies to transform their distribution models to integrate intermodality offering and
increase its market reach.

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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T & T industry | Insights

100%

Standards and
governance for APIs is
mandatory to integrate
and provide services
with industry hubs

50%

50%

consider hybrid multi cloud as
technology end-state for its apps
and for data

Containers are
foundational
to guarantee vendor
neutrality

100%

Hybrid Cloud

Data Insights

optimizing the running business
Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Insurance industry
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Insurance industry | Pressing challenges

1

Improve weak customer and risk
connections

2

Transcend legacy operational
limitations

•

Interaction frequency insufficient to earn
and maintain customer trust

•

Operations costs – IT, process, application –
too high in controlled expense environment

•

Product mindset and interaction models
don’t position insurers as trusted advisors

•

Microservices have become the norm, but
insurers are not ready to interact

•

•

3

Branch out from insular insurance thinking

•

Customers looking for outcomes, not
insurance products, amid evolving economic
models

Systems not flexible enough to manage new
products or variance in market success

•

Insurance silos make delivery on outcomes
challenging

Insurers liable for own data security issues as
well as cyberrisk across industries

•

It’s not what you know, it’s who you know

IBM Insurance Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research
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Insurance industry | Insights
Insurers are struggling to modernize complicated legacy systems while adopting what consumers
expect from Digitization, meaning a need to develop the right omnichannel and hybrid technology
infrastructure.
Now consumers are seen as individuals rather than segments, so that insurers needs to review their
Data strategy to incorporate the IoT and AI capabilities to move onto the next Customer
Intelligence platform to better compete in the market (usage-based offering) and manage the risks
more accurately.
Although Robotics Process Automation could be considered as non-perennial, RPA is currently
benefiting customer interactions besides boosting the data-harvesting capabilities and gaining
efficiencies.

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Insurance industry | Insights

+50%
consider containers in their
technical strategy, while 30%
have already deployed them

While +50% invest in
startups, 85% focus on
optimization rather
than innovation

70%

23.1%

think standards are
important, but more than
40% follow the de facto
industry standards

Hybrid Cloud

+50% +70%
are revisiting their Data strategy to
incorporate IoT and AI capabilities
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

23.1%

15.4%
13.3%

Data Insights

Digital
Process
Automation

23.1%
15.4%
API & Microservices

Devops

already use Automation based
on Robotics
32

Government
industry

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Government industry | Pressing challenges

1

Increasing the quality of citizen
services securely and cost-effectively

•

•

•

Demographic realities demand built-in
contextual sophistication, intuitiveness

2

Partner in new ways to adapt and
accelerate public value creation

•

Adoption of cloud takes off at sub-national
levels

•

More agencies see a need for expert systems

•

Governments increase ecosystem
experimentation and participation

•

Heightened political economy hampers ability
to manage long-term risk

•

Platform thinking and models are
prerequisites

•

Legacy systems reach critical fragility
thresholds

Citizens demand identity protection
Government employees require instant
insights

3

Addressing physical and cyber threats
and vulnerabilities responsibly

IBM Government Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research
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Government industry | Insights
Citizen digital identity management as well as citizen engagement force agencies to cope with
multichannel paradigm and, hence, with the revamping of their sites with special focus on mobilegovernment.

“

The Shared Services approach promotes the reutilization and cost efficiency, not only to reduce the nonproduction growing infrastructure but also to reuse the pre-trained AI components to be consumed
broadly between agencies.

Pervasive use of analytics empower employees in service delivery and shifts government agencies from
the dashboard reporting of lagging indicators to autonomous processes.

Interoperability between public agencies remains mandatory so there is a need for API management and
to increase the adaptive security to stay immune and secured.

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Government industry | Insights

75%

Most of them are
providing tools on
public cloud for their
civil servants

are seeing private cloud as
destination for their information
systems

Open standards for
interoperability are
mostly considered
mandatory

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

50%
25%

50%
20.8%

12.5%

Devops

Data
Insights

Hybrid Cloud

50%
have already deployed containers
to host their applications

20.8%

API & Microservices

12.5%
Security

8.3%
Digital
Process
Automation

36

Energy,
Environment &
Utilities industry

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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E,E&U industry | Pressing challenges

1

Deepening engagement sophistication
as captive customers diminish

2

•

Energy intensity is declining globally
pressuring revenue generation

•

Expanding prosumer supply sharply reduces
demand

•

Demographic changes transform baseline
expectations in increasingly competitive
markets

Integrating new energy resources into
the grid

3

Industry norms are amplified

•

Renewables present the technical challenge
of intermittency and the business threat of
disintermediation

•

Industry leaders continue to be defined
by excellence in delivering industry
norms of safety, reliability, affordability

•

Industry value chain complexity ironically
increases from supply chain diversification

•

Sustainability and resilience rise in
impact with traditional norms

•

Convergence with transportation, water and
public-private infrastructure (i.e., smart cities)
value chains amplifies grid essentiality

•

Incremental change is insufficient to
address non-traditional challenges

IBM Energy & Utilities Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research
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E,E&U industry | Insights
Convergence with transportation, water and public-private infrastructure (smart cities) amplifies
the global grid so integration between core platforms becomes more and more relevant, where API
capabilities take center stage to ensure smooth operations.
The IoT capabilities will allow the movement to the Edge Computing scenario to connect the cloud
and the physical world. To replicate the latter, companies are exploring the Digital Twins which will
demand AI abilities to the next cognitive level.
Due to the new digital landscape, energy operators harvest increasing amounts of data so they are
becoming information intensive businesses and will need to review their data strategy and the
required governance.
One trend that underpins them all is the security mainly to avoid any denial of service.

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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E,E&U industry | Insights

60% 100%
consider hybrid cloud as destination
for their information systems

100%
consider open standards very relevant
to gain efficiency and to guarantee
reversibility and service continuity
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

are using RPA to achieve
efficiencies in back office processes

23.1%

23.1%

15.4%

Hybrid Cloud

23.1%
Focus on Optimization
remains on top to
achieve sustainability
due to pressure on
revenue generation

API&Microservices

Devops

15.4%
Data Insights

Digital Process Automation
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Telco & Media
industry
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Telco & Media industry | Pressing challenges

1

Customers demand for superior
ubiquitous experience across
connectivity, content, and services

2

Digitalization and automation to reduce
cost, accelerate service delivery and
foster innovation

3

Platforms and ecosystems for expansion
into new addressable markets

•

Share or sell all undifferentiated assets,
adopt cloud and virtualization, and make
all processes digital and cognitive

•

Flexible processes and systems that can be
easily reconfigured to deliver services at a
lower cost

•

Emerging architectures and programming
models allow the creation of new service
platforms

•

Content will be driven by personalization
and understanding of human expressions

•

•

•

Interactions will be automated with AI for
customer services

AI and automation to enable reliable,
efficient and secure networks, data, and
processes.

5G will allow for trailblazing into new
domains for consumer, e.g., connected cars
and homes, health, AR/VR; and enterprise,
e.g., IOT, cloud, ICT

•

Workforce profile to emphasize agile, digital
and cloud competencies

IBM Telco & Media Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research
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Telco & Media industry | Insights
The upcoming 5G will change telecom's role so they will not only be technology distributors but
also service providers at the next level. This shift will require high level of integration and APIs
capabilities to play with individuals, enterprises and government agencies.
Hybrid Cloud technologies are key enablers to re-architecture important business functions but also
to redefine the network functions that will evolve to software-defined networks.
AI-infused customer service and AI-infused optimization and predictive maintenance for telecom
networks are essentials and require the mastering of Big Data abilities to get value from the vast
amounts of data they collect.
Since telecoms enables the high growing of connected devices, IoT offers new streams of revenue
but also needs to be immune and secured to prevent denial of service and reputational risks.
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Telco & Media industry | Insights

100% 100%
consider hybrid cloud as destination
for their information systems

80%
are using robotics process automation
(RPA) solutions
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

33.3%

22.2%

22.2%

of Telcos are exploring containers
for software-defined networks’
architecture
Data Insights

Focus on AI to glean
actionable business
insights both for
Customer eXperience
and asset optimization

11.1%
Hybrid Cloud

Digital Process
Automation

Devops

11.1%
API&Microservices
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Industrial industry
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Industrial products industry | Pressing challenges

1

Maintain rigorous focus on margins

2

•

Running a profitable business is key to
create capital inflows, shareholder value and
growth opportunities

•

Volatility is constant

•

History has rewarded the fiscally prudent
versus those with unhindered capital spend

Stay compliant with health, safety,
security and environment

3

Focus on the core

•

Digital and physical threats are becoming more
prevalent

•

Increasing customer expectations are an
ever-present reality

•

New technologies need to be adopted to protect
worker health and safety

•

Perspectives shift from inside-out view to
outside-in mandate

•

Management of environmental impacts is a must

•

Partners handle non-customer facing
activities

IBM Industrial Global Industry Agenda, 2018
IBM Industry Academy | IBM Institute for Business Value | IBM Research
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Industrial products industry | Insights
Manufacturers keep on automating large-scale processes by building an intelligent backbone
formed of IoT and AI-powered analytics to reduce unplanned machine downtime, increase
operational efficiency, reliability and safety. Augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) assisted
interfaces contribute to the workforce’s learning while keeping them safety.
Hybrid cloud and DevOps technologies are important enablers and promote scalability while
controlling costs, more over when they are expanding their traditionally physical product portfolios
by introducing digital products and service offerings.
5G and ultra-broadband technologies will need integration capabilities across the whole value chain
to include deeper insights into the production floor.
DevSecOps and imperative cyber are priority issues in the evolution of IT practice to to create a
“secure by design” delivery model.
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Industrial products industry | Insights

90% 50%
consider hybrid cloud as destination
for their information systems

85%

50%
35.7%

have already deployed containers
to host applications

50%
17.9%

Devops

14.3%

Data Insights

10.7% 10.7% 10.7%
Focused on short term
cost control and
efficiencies to ensure
sustainability
Hybrid Cloud

Digital
Process
Automation

API &
Microservices Security

are using robotics process
automation (RPA) solutions
ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation
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Emerging
Technology
Spaces
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Emerging ADPs

Emerging ADPs
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Emerging Technology Spaces | Blockchain

•

FSS industry leads the adoption of distributed ledger tech, based on uses cases
over areas like settlements, claims, trade finance, international payments or KYC
(Know Your Customer).

•

Industrial companies are already running projects like Tradelens to optimize the
trading in Supply Chain underpinned by Blockchain.

64%

27%

PoC

9%
Watchlist

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

in production
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Emerging Technology Spaces | Quantum

•

In addition to a broadly interest on cryptography, FSS industry is addressing
the topic of simulations to explore risks optimization, Automotive industry is
exploring the field of material sciences and chemistry, whilst E&U industry
is studying the ageing of materials.
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89%

11%

Unplanned

PoC
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Pace of
Innovation
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Pace of Innovation
In most of the industries, Optimization reigns to achieve the short-term costs control & efficiency, while Innovation occurs once optimized.
Innovation predominates in FSS, Retail &
Automotive.

30% invest in start ups so a Rapid Tech Platform
for experimentation is a must.

Only FSS and Retail are making some type of
Disruption.

58%

42%

92%

60%

57%

50%

Retail

Telco

E&U

57%
Optimization

ADPs Programme © 2020 IBM Corporation

Innovation once
optimized

45%
FSS

Insurance

Automotive
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Exactly how the CTOs said it…

As thought leaders
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•

“Quantum? At the level of airplane magazine”

•

“100% on Open Standards is very expensive to maintain“

•

“RPA is perceived as non-perennial“

•

“Attempts to build our private cloud ourselves have been
abandoned“

•

“We are trying to open and urbanize the legacy “

•

“Blockchain is not an eco-sustainable solution”

•

“Optimization to be sustainable”

•

“AI more and more integrated”

•

“Tech thought leaders? My kids, as they show me how humans
are using technology today and will as they enter the
workplace”

•

“Standards are key. However IT world changes so fast that it’s
difficult to take right decisions”

•

“Practices such as DevOps shouldn’t be a reason to avoid the
use of standards”

“
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What the analysts are saying…
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•

Companies that keep abreast of new technologies and build them into their strategies and
operating models have greater success than those that do not.

•

A CTO who can enable an organization to turn this abundance of threats and opportunities
into sustainable success in the marketplace must have a number of qualities: a deep
understanding of customers (fluency in design thinking helps) and, for B2B companies, a
reputation and networks in the customer space; a deep understanding of the company’s
current technology; the curiosity to learn about potentially relevant new technologies
coming on line or in development; the acuity to see the implications and possible uses of
such technologies; external networks (including with actors such as universities, start-ups,
and venture capital); a mastery of systems engineering; and a willingness to challenge the
status quo.

•

To survive and thrive in digital business management, Enterprise Architecture leaders must
proactively identify possible disruptive trends (technology, economic, societal, political,
environmental), evaluate them to determine the impact on the business, and provide
innovative solutions.

•

Success as an enterprise architect depends on establishing the foundation for a sound
approach from the beginning. This requires a firm grasp on best practices, avoiding worst
practices, an understanding of how to deliver value, and clearly communicated goals and
objectives.

“
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One more thing:
being a Responsible Computing provider

“IBM Europe is changing how European clients work
by leading them on the journey to hybrid cloud and
becoming a responsible, cognitive enterprise.”

Rashik Parmar

IBM Fellow & Vice President Technology

Responsible
use of natural
resources
Reduce
environmental
impact of data
centers
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Responsible
Infrastructure
Reduce energy/
computing unit
Reduce precious/
rare metal usage
Recycling of tech

Responsible
Code

Responsible
Data Insights

Responsible
Systems

Responsible
Impact

Efficient coding
Open
Secure

Privacy
Transparency
Authorized data
acquisition
Consent for use

Ethical systems
Unbiased
Explainable AI

Tech for good
Address societal
issues
Social mobility
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Responsible
computing
ladder
Responsible
computing

ladder

Responsible use of
natural resources

Reduce environmental impact of data centres

•Can we move to sustainable energy sources?
•How can we leverage ”free cooling” where feasible?
•Could can the heat generated by the DC be used for other purposes?
•How can we reduce water usage?

Responsible
Infrastructure

Reduce energy/computing unit
Reduce precious/rare metal usage
Recycling of tech

•Can we use technologies that reduce power per unit (CPU, Storage, Network etc - e.g. LinuxOne)?
•Can we increase utilisation of systems - consolidation, rationalisation, remove unused systems?
•Can spare capacity be used for other purposes - e.g Cloud, testing?

Responsible Code

Efficient coding
Open
Secure

•How to improve efficiency of code – new algorithms, re-write hot spots?
•Is there more efficient middleware (e.g. IBM JVM story)?
•Can the SW/middleware layers be collapsed?
•Could we reduce the resolution of calculations - Approximate computing?

Responsible Data
Insights

Privacy
Transparency
Authorised data acquisition
Consent for use

•Is GDPR & CCPR enough?
•How can the asset owner authorise use of the data?
•How can consent be given and respected?
•How can we adhere to data responsibility principles?

Responsible Systems

Ethical systems
Unbiased
Explainable AI

•Do we carry out ethical audits?
•Can we use continuous bias detection and correction?
•Can the logic of the AI be more explainable?

Responsible Impact

Tech for good
Address societal issues
Social mobility

•How can tech help save lives (SMS for Life, Food Trust)?
•How can tech industry create new collar jobs?
•How can we help develop new skills (e.g. P-Tech)?
•How can we accelerate response to disasters/emergencies?

Rashik Parmar
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COVID-19 has revealed limits of the systems we
take for granted, compromising our health, our
planet, and our survival.
We’ve expanded the 2020 Call for Code
Global Challenge to take on COVID-19, while
we remain steadfastly committed to
combating climate change.
ibm.biz/callforcode
Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
COVID-19
themes:
WHO
Director-General

Crisis Communications
Remote Education
Community Cooperation

Climate change themes:

Water Sustainability
Energy Sustainability
Disaster Resiliency
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COVID-19 has revealed limits of the systems we take for granted,
compromising our health, our planet, and our survival.
We’ve expanded the 2020 Call for Code Global Challenge to
take on COVID-19. We ask developers and problem solvers to
join the 210k participants who have already been a part of Call
for Code.
ibm.biz/callforcode

COVID-19 themes:
Crisis Communications
Remote Education
Community Cooperation

Winning solutions receive:
•
•
•
•

$200,000 USD
Open Source support from The Linux Foundation
Meetings with mentors & potential investors
Implementation support through Code and Response
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How and why this report was created

About this report

Interview based assessment covering a wide range of topics (13 questions),
conducted between Oct 2019/Mar 2020.
Audience was client Chief Architect / CTO’s at 100 large Enterprise Accounts.
As in 2017, when several CTO Interviews were made to help define the
Architectural Decision Points (ADPs), the key action for 2019 is to conduct a new
wave of interviews within our clients to revisit what their current ADPs are and
how they are evolving.
Client names kept confidential at their request.
Clients across Europe & some from MEA
Clients from across all industries
Author: Mikel Díez
Contributor: Ionela Toma
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